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Abstract: 
A method of generating rules for a kernel fuzzy classifier 

is introduced. For this  method, firstly, the initial sample 
space is mapped into a high dimensional feature space by 
selecting the appropriate kernel function. Then in the feature 
space, the proposed dynamic clustering algorithm dynamically 
separates the training samples into different clusters and finds 
out the support vectors of each cluster. For each cluster, a 
fuzzy rule is defined with ellipsoidal regions. Finally, the rules 
are adjusted by Genetic Algorithms. This classifier with such 
fuzzy rules is evaluated by two typical data sets. For this 
classifier, the learning time is short, the classification accuracy 
is better and the speed of classification is quick. 

Keywords: 
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1. Introduction 

Fuzzy classification is an important application of 
fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy classification rules [1-6] are widely 
considered a well-suited representation of classification 
knowledge, with readability and interpretation. Fuzzy 
classification has been widely applied in many fields, such 
as, image processing, words recognition, voice recognition, 
text classification, remote sensing etc. But there are some 
problems in generating and optimizing fuzzy classification 
rules, and in how to select membership function, that is, it 
is difficult to gain fuzzy rules with good performance. So, 
there are many researchers on studying these problems and 
developing variety of systems, which were based on neural 
network [1], genetic algorithm [2-3,6], clustering [4-5] and 
so on. But fuzzy classification systems based on neural 
network and genetic algorithm have long training time and 
too many rules, when the dimensions of input samples or 
the number of class is many. In the system based on 
clustering, it is difficult to optimize the rules. Especially, 
when the distribution of samples is as Figure 1(a), the 
general clustering method has poor classification accuracy. 
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Figure 1. A distribution of samples 

In order to train classifiers fast and obtain well 
generalization ability as neural network classifier, we 
propose a method of generating and optimizing fuzzy rules 
and construct a new fuzzy classifier with these rules, called 
kernel fuzzy classifier. For this method, firstly, the initial 
sample space is mapped into a high dimensional feature 
space by selecting appropriate kernel function, as Figure 
1,(x1,x2)→(z1,z2,z3), where, z1=x1

2, z2=21/2x1x2, z3=x2
2, and 

the dimension of sample space  becomes from two to three. 
Then in the feature space, the proposed dynamic clustering 
arithmetic dynamically separates the training samples into 
different clusters and finds out the support vectors of each 
cluster. For each cluster, a fuzzy rule is defined with 
ellipsoidal regions. Finally, the rules are adjusted by 
Genetic Algorithms. 

This paper organizes as follows. In section 2, the basic 
form of kernel fuzzy classification rules is introduced. 
Section 3 presents the method of computing support vectors. 
Section 4 describes the proposed dynamic clustering 
algorithm. In section 5,the method of adjusting rule is 
introduced. Section 6 is performance evaluation for 
proposed classifier. The last is conclusion and future work. 

2. Basic form of kernel fuzzy classification rules 

Let Rq denote the sample space (q is dimension of 
sample space), Φ: Rq→F, x→Φ(x) X, F is a higher 
dimension space relative to Rq, called feature space. Φ is a 
map function. x is the sample in initial space, Φ(x) is the 
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samples in feature space and F. Let K(,) denote kernel 
function[11]. Its definition is as Eq.(1). 

K(xi,xj)＝Φ(xi).Φ(xj)                (1) 
Where, “.” is the inner product. In this paper, the 

kernel function of as Eq.(2) is used. 
K(xi,xj)=exp(-γ||xi-xj||2) (γ〉0)            (2) 

Fuzzy rule based on ellipsoidal regions can be 
described as follows. Let x (x∈Rq ) and Φ(x)(Φ(x)∈F) be 
an input sample in the initial space and in feature space 
respectively. The class number of the classified patterns is n. 
Ci(i=1,…,n) denotes the i-th class. Each class can be 
clustered with the increase of training samples, Cij(j=1,…) 
denotes the j-th cluster of the i-th class. When the samples 
number of a cluster increases to a given value, a new fuzzy 
classification rule is generated and the expression is as (3). 

: ( )ij ij i

ij

R IF x is around C THEN x C

with CF α

Φ ∈

=
  (3) 

Where, Rij is the label of rule and generated from the 
j-th cluster of i-th classification, CF represents the degree of 
Φ(x) belonging to this rule, αij∈[0,1] is described as Eq(8). 

Let Φ(ccij)(ccij∈Rq) denote the center of the j-th 
cluster of i-th classification. mfij(Φ(x)) denotes the 
membership function for the input sample. uij(Φ(x)) is the 
degree of membership function. The following equations 
are defined. 

2mf ( (x)) exp( h ( (x)))ij ijΦ = − Φ         (4) 

2d ( (x))
ij2h ( (x))

ij
ij

δ

Φ
Φ =                   (5) 

22d ( (x)) (x) (cc )
ij ij

K(x, x) 2K(x,cc ) K(cc ,cc )
ij ij ij

Φ = Φ −Φ

= − +
         (6) 

ij iju ( (x)) mf ( (x))Φ = Φ                 (7) 

ij iju ( (x))α = Φ                        (8) 
Where, the membership function mfij(Φ(x)) is a typical 

exponential function like Gauss function. hij(Φ(x) is called 
adjusting distance. dij(Φ(x)) is the Euclidean distance 
between Φ(x) and the center of Cij cluster. Φ(ccij) is 
determined with our proposed dynamic cluster algorithm in 
setion 4. δij is a adjusting parameter. Eq(6) is calculated 
according to Eq(14) (in selection 3)  after created rules. 

3. The method of finding support vectors 

Suppose Cij is a cluster with nij samples(s=1,2,…,nij). 
The selected mapping function Φ and kernel function 
satisfy Eq.(1) and Eq.(2)(in selection 2). There are the 
following questions to be solved.(1)how to compute the 
minimal radius Ruij of Cij. (2) how to compute the distance 
d2

ij,L between Φ(xL)(L≠s) and the center of Cij. 
If sample Φ(xs) belongs to cluster Cij , inequation (9) 

holds . 
  ||Φ(xs)- Φ(ccij)||2≤Ruij

2                 (9) 
Where, ||.|| is the standard Euclidean distance, Φ(ccij) is 

the center of Cij. We calculate the minimal value of Ruij
2 in 

Eq(9) by using Lagrangian equation (as Eq(10)). 
ijn

22 2
ij ij s ij s

s 1
L Ru (R (x ) (cc ) )β

=

= − − Φ − Φ∑      (10) 

Where, βs (βs≥0) is the lagrangian multiplier. To get 
the minimal value of L, Ruij and Φ(ccij) have to satisfy the 
constraint condition Eq.(11) and Eq.(12). 

                              (11) 
ijn

s
s 1

1β
=

=∑
ijn

ij s s
s 1

(cc ) (x )β
=

Φ = Φ∑            (12) 

The variables of Ruij and Φ(ccij) in Eq(10) can be 
canceled using the above equations. Eq.(10) is translated to 
the Wolfe dual[8] problem as Eq.(13). 

2
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     (13) 

Where, W is the function about βs, its max value can 
be got using quadratic programming as well as βs of each 
sample Φ(xs), and these values make Eq(10) getting 
minimal value. The set of samples Φ(xs) (s=1,2,…,nij) is 
separated to two types according to the value of βs. One 
with βs=0 is in the inner of the sphere with radius Ruij 

(some are outside of the sphere), while the other with βs>0 
is on the border of the sphere, called the support vectors 
[7-8]. nij_sv is the number of support vectors of cluster Cij, 
nij_sv≤nij. So, in feature space, the distance between any 
sample Φ(xL) and the center of Cij can be calculated using 
Eq.(14),and Ruij of Cij can be calculated according to 
Eq.(15). 
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Where, xk is one support vector of cluster Cij. So,the 
distance between sample and the center of cluster and the 
radius of the cluster are calculated according to Eq.(14) and 
Eq.(15).

4. Dynamic clustering algorithm 

We put forward a dynamic clustering algorithm to fast 
generate fuzzy classification rules. In feature space F, this 
algorithm can separate the training samples into different 
clusters by scanning the training samples once.Let Cij

k 
represent Cij which has been modified for k times 
(k=0,1,2,…).Φ(ccij

k) is the center of the cluster Cij which 
has been modified for k times. Ruij

k is Ruij which has been 
modified for k times. dij,L is the distance between input 
sample xL and the center of Cij. dthi is the radius threshold 
for each cluster of Ci. 

Dynamic clustering algorithm: 
Input: training samples (xL,Ci)(L=1,2,…,m, i=1, 

2,…,n),the selected kernel function which satisfies Eq.(1) 
and Eq.(2), dthi(i=1,2,…,n). 

Output: the radius of each cluster, support vectors. 
Algorithm: 
Step 1: For each input training sample, judge the class, 

which this sample belongs to (do clustering for the samples 
in the same class).  

Step 2: If a sample is the first training sample of 
Ci(i=1,…,n), Ci1 is created and this sample becomes the 
cluster center of Ci1, and the following symbols are 
given,Ci1

0,Φ(cci1
0),Rui1

0, and Rui1
0=0,else,go to step 3.  

Step 3: If training sample Φ(xL) belongs the Ci while it 
is not the first one, calculate the distances 
dij,L=||Φ(xL)-Φ(ccij)||(calculating according to Eq(14)),which 
is between Φ(xL) and created cluster centers of 
Ci,j=1,…,cni.Here, cni is the number of created clusters of 
Ci. 

Step 4: Compare the dij,L which is calculated in Step 3 

with the corresponding cluster radius Ruij.If there is the 
cluster Cig(1≤g≤cni) which satisfies ||Φ(xL)-Φ(ccig)|| 
=min(||Φ(xL)-Φ(ccij)||),and dij,L≤Ruij(j=1,2,..,cni), Φ(xL) is 
assigned into Cig,then go to Step 1,else, go to Step 5. 

Step 5: Find the cluster Cia which is nearest to Φ(xL) 
among the created clusters of Ci. Firstly,calculate 
Sij,L,Sij,L=dij,L+Ruij(j=1,…,cni),then choose Cia according to 
Sij,L and Eq.(16). 

             (16) ,L ,L i ,L

i

d min{

( 1, 2, ..., cn )
ia ia a ijS Ru

j

= + =

=

}S

Step 6: If Sia,L>2×dthi,it indicates that Φ(xL) doesn’t 
belong to any created clusters, then a new cluster should be 
created, the creating method and process are similar to 
those of Step 2,then go on Step 1,else, go to Step 7. 

Step 7: If Sia,L≤2×dthi,the center(ccia) and radius(Ruia) 
of Cia should be updated by the method in section 3,and the 
support vectors refreshed also. If all the input training 
samples have been input, turn to Step 8, else, turn to Step 1. 

Step 8: For every cluster, output the radius and support 
vectors. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of dynamic clustering 

Figure 2 shows the process of the dynamic clustering 
algorithm. In Figure 2(a), the training samples Φ(x1) and 
Φ(x2) belong to two different classes, and create clusters 
C11 and C21 respectively. In Figure 2(b), sample Φ(x3) 
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satisfies the condition in Step 7,so the center and radius 
should be modified,cc11

1 and Ru11
1 are generated, sample 

Φ(x4) satisfies the condition in Step 4, the cluster center and 
radius need not to be modified, sample Φ(x5) satisfies the 
condition in Step 6, and cluster C12 is created. In Figure 2(c), 
Φ(x6) and Φ(x7) are similar to the sample Φ(x3). 

Fuzzy classification rules are generated during the 
process of dynamic clustering, each cluster generates a rule 
as expression(3) when the number of training samples for 
this cluster is over set value (default is 2*q).Rule Rij is 
determined by following parameters: the support vectors, 
Lagrange Multiplier βs, and the adjusting parameter δij. 
After the creation of rules, rules should be adjusted because 
the overlapping of rule regions is unconsidered when rules 
were generated. This is discussed in section 5. 

The samples can be classified after the rules adjusted. 
CF can be calculated corresponding to each input sample 
Φ(x).If the value αkj of the rule kj is the most, x can be 
classified to the k-th class. 

5. Method of adjusting rule by genetic algorithms 

Because the overlapping of rule regions is 
unconsidered during the generation of rules, these rules 
should be adjusted. In this selection, we propose a method 
of adjusting rule by Genetic Algorithms. A rule is mainly 
determined by the support vectors, βs, and δij. If all of these 
parameters are adjusted, it will consume much time [6]. 
Here, we only adjust the value of δij by Genetic Algorithm 
to get the maximal recognition rate [9]. According to 
Eq.(6),when the value of δij increases, the degree of 
membership function will increase, vice versa. 

5.1.  Gene coding 

Genetic information of fuzzy rule Rij is δij and the 
firing information.A chromosome (see Figure 3(a) ) 
consists of δij and firing information. Each training sample 
is normalized to [0 1],and 0<δij ≤2.δij is expressed by a 8-bit 
binary string and firing information is expressed by a bit. 
For firing information,“1” is fired for rule and “0” is not 
fired. Figure 3(b) shows the composition of an individual. 
Figure 4 shows the composition of a population. 
Ip(p=1,2,…,P) denotes an individual, P denotes the size of 
this population. 
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Figure 4. Component of a population  

5.2.  Fitness function 

For each individual, the fitness function is Eq.(19). 
The recognition rate of individual Ip for training samples 
can be calculated according to Eq.(17) . In Eq.(17),Numall is 
the total number of training samples and Numcop is the 
number of training samples which have been classified 
correctly. Eq(18) is the average classification accuracy of 
rule Rij.In (18),Φ(xL) is the training samples which have 
been classified correctly, Ncorr is the number of training 
samples which have been classified corrected by rule Rij 
and Nncorr is the number of training samples which have 
been classified incorrectly by rule Rij. Eq.(19) is the fitness 
function of individual Ip. In Eq.(19), n is the number of 
class and NR_all is the total number of created rules. 

        cop

all

Num
Accuracy

Num
=                (17) 

        

corr

ij

N

ij L
L 1

R
corr ncorr

u ( (x ))
ACF

N N
=

Φ
=

+

∑
            (18) 

      
n

ACFRi 1 j 1 ijFit Accuracyp NR _ all

∑ ∑
= =

= ×         (19) 
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5.3.  Determination of firing information 

In formula (20), ACC (Rij) is the correction rate of 
classification of rule Rij for training samples, Trnumcorr(Rij) 
is the number of training samples which are classified 
correctly by rule Rij, Trnumall(Rij) is the total number of the 
training samples classified by rule Rij,and k is general in the 
range from 0.6 to 0.9. In each generation, if formula (20) is 
satisfied, rule Rij will be fired. 

  
Tr ( )

ACC( )
Tr ( )

corr ij
ij

all ij

num R
R k

num R
= >         (20) 

Each rule maintains a count for unfired information. 
nfc(Rij) is the count for Rij. NFC is a threshold of this count. 
During the evolving procedure of the rules, if the rule is not 
fired, nfc(Rij) will be increased by 1. As soon as 
nfc(Rij)=NFC, rule Rij will be deleted, and these training 
samples for Rij are united with the rule which is the nearest 
to deleted rule Rij. This strategy can delete some rules and 
make the number of rules more reasonable. 

5.4.  Genetic operation 

The procedure of genetic operation is as follows. 
Step 1: Initial population is generated. Generally, this 

process is carried out randomly and all firing bits of rules 
are 1. 

Step 2: Evaluate the fitness of each individual Ip in the 
population as Eq.(19). 

Step 3:Create a new population by repeating following 
steps until a population size is reached P. 

Selection Operation: Select two parent 
chromosomes from a population according to their 
fitness by using the roulette wheel method. 

Crossover Operation: A single point 
crossover(firing bit is excluded) method is conducted to 
form  a new offspring.  

Mutation Operation: With a mutation rate, mutate 
new offer spring at each locus (position in chromosome, 
firing bit excluded). Place new offspring in a new 
population. 

Step 4 ： Genetic algorithm is done with newly 
generated populations. If the maximum number of 
generations has been reached, Genetic algorithm is stopped. 
Otherwise, return to to Step 2. 

6. Performance evaluation 

Two typical data sets are used to valuate the proposed 
method. The results are compared with methods of neural 
network and reference [6].  

6.1.  The recognition experiment with wine data set  

Wine data [10] include 178 datum with 13 input 
attributes and 3 classes.90 datum are used as training 
samples while 88 datum are used as testing samples. 
Parameters of experiment are as follows. 
dth1=dth2=dth3=0.2.The minimum number of training 
samples for creating a rule is 6. The maximum number of 
rules for a class is 8.Initial value of δij is 
1,P=30,Generation=3000.Mutation probability is 
0.001.Others, γ=0.1,k=0.75,NFC=150.Table 1 is the 
experimental result of the proposed method. Table 2 is 
comparison of accuracy for proposed method and reference 
[6] method. 

Table 1. The experimental result of the proposed method 

Generations Time(sec.) Accuracy(%)
10 4 76.78 
30 11 81.28 
150 42 82.60 
480 128 84.25 
580 150 85.24 

1000 270 85.75 
1500 500 88.23 
1800 589 89.86 
2000 658 92.49 

Table 2. Comparison of accuracy for wine data 

 PM(%) RM(%) 

Average 
accuracy 92.49 88.7 Training 

samples(90) Maximum 
accuracy 94.8 90 

Average 
accuracy 89.6 81.8 Test 

samples(88) Maximum 
accuracy 92.3 86 

The average number of 
rules 10 3.5 

The number of evolution 
generations 3000 5000 

* PM: Proposed method  RM:Reference [6] method 

6.2.  Experiment of handwritten digits data[10] 

This data set included 7494 training samples and 3498 
test training samples with 16 input attributes and 10 classes. 
Table 3 is comparison of accuracy and training time for 
proposed method and neural network method. Parameters 
of the experiment are as follows. dth1=…=dth10=0.25.The 
minimum number of training samples for creating a rule is 
32.The maximum number of rules for each class is 
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30.Initial value of δij is 1,P=60,Generation=3000, γ=0.1. 
Mutation rate is 0.001,k=0.78,NFC=300.The neural 
network has a 3-layer structure and 10 hidden layer units. 
Other parameters are as follows: initial weight is distributed 
in [-0.1,0.1], Different initial values are used to train for 15 
times. epoch is 2000.The learning speed is 0.8.The 
momentum is 0. 

Table 3. Comparison for Handwritten Digits data[10] 

Classifi-
er ystem CPU time (s) Rule 

numbers  

Accuracy 
of trainin 
-g sample 

Accuracy of 
testing sample

PM 720.9 57 94.7% 92.9% 
NNM 2350.6 10(units) 93.9% 91.2% 

* PM: Proposed method  NNM: Neural Network method 

These results and comparison show that the accuracy 
of our proposed classifier are comparable to the maximum 
accuracy of the multilayered neural network classifier and 
reference [6], the training time is much shorter. 

7. Conclusion and future work 

This paper introduces a method of generating rules 
with kernel fuzzy classifier. Firstly, the initial sample space 
is mapped into a high dimensional feature space by 
selecting appropriate kernel function. Then in the feature 
space, our proposed dynamic clustering algorithm 
dynamically separates the training samples into different 
clusters and finds out the support vectors of each cluster. 
Because dynamic clustering arithmetic is able to separate 
training data into clusters by one-pass, and Genetic 
Algorithm only adjusts δij for each fuzzy classification rule, 
the process is very quick. The accuracy of the constructed 
classifier by our proposed method are comparable to the 
maximum accuracy of the multilayered neural network 
classifier and reference [6],and the training time is much 
shorter. 

In the future, we will discuss the self-adaptive 
determination of cluster radius threshold in the dynamic 
cluster algorithm, and select other kernel functions and 
membership functions to do some comparison.  
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